Precision medicine or evidence based medicine is based on the extraction of knowledge from medical records to provide individuals with the appropriate treatment in the appropriate moment according to the patient features. Despite the efforts of using clinical narratives for clinical decision support, many challenges have to be faced still today such as multilinguarity, diversity of terms and formats in different services, acronyms, negation, to name but a few. The same problems exist when one wants to analyze narratives in literature whose analysis would provide physicians and researchers with highlights. In this talk we will analyze challenges, solutions and open problems and will analyze several frameworks and tools that are able to perform NLP over free text to extract medical entities by means of Named Entity Recognition process. We will also analyze a framework we have developed to extract and validate medical terms. In particular we present two uses cases: (i) medical entities extraction of a set of infectious diseases description texts provided by MedlinePlus and (ii) scales of stroke identification in clinical narratives written in Spanish.
Introduction
Electronic Health Records (EHR) and their use in medical institutions are becoming more and more popular and its adoption has been increased during the last years [1] .
Physicians complain of having tools to store information but no tools to extract information out of these records. This is a consequence of the unstructured nature of the information contained in the EHRs and consequently still remains a difficult task to perform Query and Answering processes in an accurate way [2] .
Clinical narratives lack structure or they have an structure that depends on the hospital or even service of the hospital, contain abbreviations, numbers and they are written in the language of the country. Besides, concepts frequently appear in clinical notes as hypothetical, negated, or expressing temporal relationships and all these issues have to be identify to properly understand and relate concepts in EHRs. Thus traditional NLP process has to be enhaced with new modules. In particular disambiguation of acronyms is required as the same acronym can have multiple meanings depending on the context.
Multilinguarity affects the development of these systems. Most of the existing solutions are for medical text written in English. In [3] a scheme in which emotion recognition from text through classification with the rough set theory and the support vector machines (SVMs) is proposed for Chinesse language. The experiment results showed that rough set theory and SVMs method are effective in emotion recognition. In [4] a rough set-based semi-naive Bayesian classification method is applied to dependency parsing. The rough set-based classifier is embedded with Nivre deterministic parsing algorithm to conduct dependency parsing task on a Chinese corpus showing the method has a good performance on this task.
One paramount step of the text analysis is the Named Entity Recognition that relies on ontologies. Unified Medical Language System (UMLS) [5] is composed from different ontologies and databases and are organized so every common concept contains a unique identifier. Even that translations of UMLS to different languages are available, these translations only contain a small amount of terms. On the other hand, enrichement of these vocabularies is required in order to add those terms that are specific for a disease, treatment or speciality. H2A [6] is a system composed of several software components to process clinical narratives written in Spanish.
In this paper we present two case studies about the application of Natural Language Processing methods and models. In the first case study we have applied two well-known NLP tools named MetaMap and Apache cTAKES to extract medical diagnosis terms (symptoms, signs, laboratory procedures and tests and diagnostic procedures) as an extension of a previous work [7] to compare the accuracy of both methods. The tools were applied against a set of 30 infectious diseases provided by Medline Plus. In the second case study we have applied our framework for NLP with text written in Spanish to discover scales of stroke in clinical narratives. The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Sect. 2 the state of the art concerning NLP tools in the health sector is reviewed. The challenges of the NLP process in which we focus are briefly described in Sect. 3 while in Sect. 4 the two case studies are presented: Subsect. 4.1 presents the application of a NER application to extract concepts of infectious diseases and in Subsect. 4.2 the detection of stroke scales on Spanish narratives is presented. To conclude Sect. 5 discusses the achievements so far and presents the outlook of the future developments.
Background
Application of Natural Language Processing techniques to extract information from Electronic Health Records has been extensively studied as in the last decade, although most solutions are English-centric.
Electronic Health Record (EHR) contain valuable clinical information expressed in narrative form. This information is nowadays stored in digital form, but the content still lacks from structure, typos are common, etc.
The analysis of different uses of information extraction from textual documents in EHR has been analyzed in [8] . According to that publication, this extraction poses new challenges due to the problems mentioned before. The growth in the use of EHRs has generated a significant development in Medical Language Processing systems (MLP), information extraction techniques and applications [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] .
A medical text processor is described in Friedman et al. which processes radiology reports [16] . Clinical documents are analyzed in order to transform them into terms pertaining to a controlled vocabulary. The MedLEE system is presented in [13] . MedLEE was developed to extract structures and to encode clinical information from textual patient reports. The first version of MedLEE was evaluated in chest radiology reports. MedLEE was extended to work on mammography reports and discharge summaries [14] , electrocardiography, echocardiography and pathology reports [15] . The performance of MedLEE using differents lexicons (LUMLS, M-CUR, M+UMLS) was evaluated in [19] .
Patient discharge summaries (PDS) were processed using MENELAS [23] to extract information from them. MENELAS can analyze reports in French, English and Dutch. cTAKES, a clinical Text Analysis and Knowledge Extraction System is introduced in [22] . cTAKES is an open-source NLP system that uses rule-based and machine learning techniques to process and extract information to support clinical research. The cTAKES components are sentence boundary detectors, tokenizers, normalizers, Part-of-Speech (PoS) taggers, shallow parsers and Named Entity Recognition (NER) annotators. HITEx (Health Information Text Extraction) [24] , an open-source application based on the GATE framework, were developed to solve common problems in medical domains such as diagnosis extraction, discharge medications extraction and smoking status extraction. HITEx has been also used in [25] to extract the main diagnosis from a set of 150 discharge summaries. Co-morbidity and smoking status showed a positive performance. MedTAS/P [10] is a system based on the Unstructured Information Management Architecture (UIMA) [26] open source framework that uses NLP techniques, machine learning and rules to map free-text pathology reports automatically into concepts represented by CDKRM (Cancer Disease Knowledge Representation Model) for storing cancer characteristics and their relationships. Fiszman et al. [12] introduced Sym Text, a NLP tool to extract relevant clinical information from radiology (Ventilation/Perfusion lung scan) reports. To evaluate the use of current NLP techniques in an automatic knowledge acquisition domain, a system is introduced in Taboada et al. [27] . The system reuses OpenNLP, Stanford parsers, SemRep and UMLS NormalizeString service as building blocks. Using an ontology, clinical practice guidelines documents are enriched. In Thomas et al. [28] , an NLP program to identify patients with prostate cancer and to retrieve pathological information from their EMR is evaluated. The results show that NLP can do it accurately.
Some systems have been developed [29, 30] to process clinical text in German. An approach called Left-Associative Grammar (LAG) was used in MediTas [30] , to parse summary sections of cytopathological findings reports for a Medical Text Analysis System for German. For the German SNOMED II version another Natural Language Processing (NLP) parser is presented in [29] . The parser divides a medical term into fragments which might contain other SNOMED terms.
There are nearly 500 million Spanish speakers worldwide, however, tools to extract medical information from Spanish EHR are practically non existent. Savana Médica [31] is one of the solutions that are starting to be present in the Spanish medical environment.
The introduction of the TIDA architecture (currently renamed to H2A: Human Health Analytics) proposed for a medical decision support system was done in [32, 33] . This architecture constitutes a software that analyzes text, images and the structure data from the patient in order to give the doctors answers to complex questions. Previous works on the analysis of negation detection in Spanish for medical documents has been introduced in [34] and analysis on the creation of models for performing NLP in the medical domain has been explained in [35] .
Challenges of Extracting Valuable Information from EHR and Medical Texts

Traditional NLP Pipeline
The NLP process is a pipeline (see Fig. 1 ) that detects sentences, tokens, Part-of-Speech (PoS), phrases and parse tree and is able to find entities such as locations, people, or in the case of healthcare, drugs, diseases or parts of the body. The main modules of the process are the following:
-Part-of-Speech (PoS) tagging and Parsing for Spanish EHRs. NLP techniques applied to PoS and Shallow Parsing to train models are mainly based on supervised learning and that, at least for English, is a solved problem. Semisupervised learning is also used to bootstrap the creation of corpora that is used to train the models, especially in the cases of specialized corpora as the process of annotation is very time-consuming. Unsupervised learning is currently trending as a problem to solve so annotation can be skipped. These models trained have been developed and used in different frameworks on the medical domain as seen in Sect. 2. The main challenge has to deal with the interoperability using different frameworks and most of them are English centric and some of them are proprietary. Generally, the improvement in those models depends on the corpus used to train them; and the lack of these annotated corpora in the clinical domain which are accessible, specially in languages such as Spanish, is a challenge yet to be solved. -Named Entity Recognition (NER) is responsible of extracting the entities that are relevant in a domain and getting the relationships among them. NERs typically rely on the use of ontologies and dictionaries to detect, structure and analyse the data contained in a particular domain. UMLS is the most frequently used thesaurus in the health sector however the translation of UMLS to other languages rather than English, is not complete what clearly decreases the power of tools using them.
Discovering the Meaning of Numbers and Metrics
If one observes a clinical narrative, it is easy to spot many features that are particular for this kind of texts. In particular, an interesting problem is that of numbers that appear in the text which typically are followed by some metrics. This can be the case for a treatment (eg. ibuprofen 2 cp/d), laboratory tests (eg. glucose 140 mg), or blood pressure measure (eg. 140/92 mmHg). Dates is another typical feature in clinical narratives which can be absolute (eg. MRI on 14/02/2016) or relative (eg. patient suffered from headache two days ago). But numbers can also make reference to the status of the patient regarding a disease (eg. the cancer has spread and the patient is on stadium IV). In Sect. 4.2 we present an application of H2A in which the NER module developed is able to find numbers and metrics in particular to detect the scales that are reported for patients suffering a stroke.
Identifying Diagnosis Terms and Elements
The identification of diagnosis elements in medical texts is a crucial task. It is mainly used for the development of medical diagnosis systems, since nowadays it is very difficult to find open databases with information regarding the symptoms, signs or procedures to diagnose a disease (also known as diagnosis criterion; see DCM model [36] ). Other relevant uses can be found in the construction of human symptoms disease networks [37] , a challenging linea of research where this information is very important.
Materials and Methods
In what follows we present results of the experiments conducted with our framework applied for two different problems: (i) find names and symptoms of infectious diseases in English text and (ii) find the scale that is reported for a patient suffering a stroke. 
Extracting Clinical Terms from Medical Texts
As an extension of a previous work [7] we present the resutls of using a Apache cTAKES to retrieve clinical terms from MedlinePlus texts. We have used the same set of 30 infectious diseases. The idea of this use case is to show a comparative in accuracy regarding the extraction of generalist medical terms that only affect to terms used in the diagnosis context. As has been outlined in [7] only those semantic types that belong to the classes related with diagnostic elements were used to filter. The experiment was performed using our framework in which Apache cTAKES is used as NER. We have manually analyzed the results and made a comparison between MetaMap ( [7] ) and Apache cTAKES.
As it can be seen in Fig. 2 , the mean results are quite similar between the executions using MetaMap or cTAKES. Precision is higher on MetaMap, while recall is higher in cTAKES. Specificity and F1 score are roughly the same, the former being higher in MetaMap, while the latter is higher in cTAKES. The main differences are found in the analysis of individual diseases. cTAKES typically performs better on laboratory or test results or locating rare symptoms, but increases in most cases the number of false positives, incorrectly annotating several elements as findings. In this case, it could also be relevant that the number of true negatives is higher because the NLP process annotates more elements, but the validation usually classifies them correctly. The tools analyzed have a good performance in general in terms of NER process. However, the general behaviour could be improved by adding specific vocabularies of acronyms or complex terms to the validation terms. Future work will be focused on the analysis of further NLP tools as well the creation of hybrid approaches where more than one NLP tool could be applied to capture the knowledge within the texts.
Stroke Scales Detection in Clinical Narratives in Spanish
Neurologists have defined different protocols to be able to determine the severity of their patients when they are affected by a stroke. This is reflected on the report as values of scale of the stroke. There are different scales: Barthel, Modified Rankin Scale, National Institute of Health Stroke Scale (NIHSS), Canadian Neurological Scale, . . . In order to detect these scales in the narrative we have improved the NLP process in particular enhancing the NER for Spanish narratives. In particular the following functionalities have been added: -Detection of different possible metrics, such as the detection of the doses of a particular drug, the doses that the patient must take of it, or the different values that are indicative of different values in a laboratory test. -Detection of contextual temporal information, retrieving absolute and relative dates that allow the automatic correlation of events in the order that happened and causation could be analyzed after when associating these dates to particular entities. -Detection of particular scales or indexes that indicate the severity of the patient or a grade in a particular condition, like the values of the different stroke scales for patients, or the stadium of the cancer patients.
As an example of use case, EHR can be automatically analyzed to detect stroke scales such as: NIHSS, Modified Rankin Scale, Canadian Neurological Scale or the Barthel Index. These scales are typically used to determine the severity of a patient related to a stroke or the functional and neurological status of the patient after suffering from that condition. These scales are automatically extracted from the free-text written by doctors so their value and an interpretation can be given. Figure 3 shows a possible application generating graphical distributions by age and severity of patients records according to their NIHSS values to analyze a given population.
Conclusions and Future Work
Clinical narratives analysis lays on the root of personalized medicine. In this paper some of the challenges that narrative analytics has to face have been reviewed. In the coming years we will witness the arousal of new systems that would integrate text analysis as part of the discovery processes. We have analyzed the possibility of extending the NERs with information that can be required in a particular medical service. We haven also analyse the importance of NER in english texts.
The future work will go into extension of NERs both for English and Spanish language that are enriched with context aware semantics. The application to other languages is no doubt equally important.
